Recycle Smarter

General Kinematics provides complete waste recovery systems for optimum material processing, separation, and recovery of your recyclable materials. GK sorting systems center around our proven separation technology. With decades of process design experience in recycling, GK is uniquely qualified to design the most heavy-duty, high throughput systems in the industry.

General Kinematics is an engineering-based company. We understand the principles that it takes to make profitable recycling systems. GK can engineer, plan, and construct any recycling project using cutting edge technology. Customers have always relied on us to provide a high return on investment. Our system focus is no different. GK’s proven methodology to deliver a return continues to be the focal point of everything we do.

Why GK Systems.

- **Enhanced Separation.** The leader in vibratory screening and classification technology, GK’s jam-proof, dependable, and high capacity sorting solutions, increase the profitability of recoverable commodities.
- **Lower Maintenance.** GK’s recycling equipment engineered to require less maintenance while maintaining a longer service life.
- **Turn-key solutions.** GK systems are designed so that each component seamlessly integrates to create a proven process that will maximize your profitability and recovery.